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Abstract
The seismic signature of the Moho from which geologic and tectonic evo-
lution hypothesis are derived are to a large degree a result of the seismic
methodology which has been used to obtain the image. Seismic data of
different types, passive source (earthquake) broad-band recordings, and con-
trolled source seismic refraction, densely recorded wide-angle deep seismic
reflection, and normal incidence reflection (using VibroseisTM, explosives,
or airguns), have contributed to the description of the Moho as a relatively
complex transition zone. Of critical importance for the quality and resolu-
tion of the seismic image are the acquisition parameters, used in the imaging
experiments. A variety of signatures have been obtained for the Moho at
different scales generally dependent upon bandwidth of the seismic source.
This variety prevents the development of a single universally applicable in-
terpretation. In this way source frequency content, and source and sensor
spacing determine the vertical and lateral resolution of the images, respec-
tively. In most cases the different seismic probes provide complementary
data that gives a fuller picture of the physical structure of the Moho, and
its relationship to a petrologic crust-mantle transition. In regional seismic
studies carried out using passive source recordings the Moho is a relatively
well defined structure with marked lateral continuity. The characteristics of
this boundary change depending on the geology and tectonic evolution of
the targeted area. Refraction and wide-angle studies suggest the Moho to
be often a relatively sharp velocity contrast, whereas the Moho in coincident
high-quality seismic reflection images is often seen as the abrupt downward
decrease in seismic reflectivity. The origin of the Moho and its relation to the
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crust mantle boundary is probably better constrained by careful analysis of
its internal details, which can be complex and geographically varied. Unlike
the oceanic Moho which is formed in a relatively simple, well understood
process, the continental Moho can be subject to an extensive variety of tec-
tonic processes, making overarching conclusions about the continental Moho
are difficult. Speaking very broadly: 1) In orogenic belts still undergoing
compression and active continental volcanic arcs, the Moho evolves with the
mountain belt, 2) In collapsed Phanerozoic orogenic belts the Moho under
the collapse structure was formed during the collapse, often by a combination
of processes. 3) In regions having experienced widespread basaltic volcanism,
the Moho can result from underplated basalt and basaltic residuum. In Pre-
cambrian terranes the Moho may be as ancient as formation of the crust, in
others Precambrian tectonic and magmatic processes have reset it. We note
that seismic reflection data in Phanerosoic orogens as well as from Precam-
brian cratonic terranes often show thrust type structures extending as deep
as the Moho, and suggest that even where crust and mantle xenoliths provide
similar age of formation dates, the crust may be semi-allochothonous.
Keywords: Mohorovicˇic´, Seismology, Seismic Reflection, Seismic
Refraction, Wide-angle reflection, Receiver function, Continental Crust
1. Introduction: The Mohorovicˇic´ Discontinuity
The discovery by Andrija Mohorovicˇic´ (1857-1936) in 1909 (Mohorovicˇic´ic
1910) of the seismic discontinuity that bears his name was among the first
direct evidence of seismic velocity (and presumably density) layering in the
Earth. The Moho′s discovery was roughly contemporaneous with the seismic
discovery of the core-mantle boundary by R.D. Oldham in 1908. Both the
Moho and core-mantle boundary had been anticipated by scientists in 19th
century from surface observations, and the latter had been inferred from the
Earth′s moment of inertia. The Moho defines the bottom limit of the crust,
a differentiate of the mantle, separating the mantle, which forms 99% of
the silicate Earth, from the chemically heterogeneous veneer of low density
rocks comprising the crust. This structure constitutes a key element in un-
derstanding the physics behind the dynamic processes acting in the Earth′s
interior. It is generally the most important boundary in theories of isostasy
and orogenesis. The volume of crustal rocks, as well as their chemistry, plays
an important role in constraining models of early Earth evolution. The seis-
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mic work carried out since the Moho′s discovery has been able to constrain
the depth of this feature in most of the tectonic and geological terranes re-
gardless of age, making the Moho an ubiquitous, global feature. The volume
of crustal rocks, as well as their chemistry, plays an important role in con-
straining models of early Earth evolution. The seismic its discovery maps of
the Moho topography at local, continental and even worldwide-scales have
been estimated by interpolation (Mooney et al. 1998; Tesauro et al. 2008;
Dı´az and Gallart 2009; Grad and Tiira 2009; Salmon et al. 2012; Levander
and Miller 2012).
The location, geometry and detailed structure of the Moho have been
investigated by passive and controlled source seismic methods (Oliver 1982).
Controlled-source refraction/wide-angle reflection surveys measure the prop-
agation of head and diving waves and reflections with greater detail than
is available from most earthquake studies, and have mapped the Moho in a
long list of areas around the world. These have constrained the geometry
of the transition from the crust above to the mantle below (see Prodehl and
Mooney (2012) for a detailed overview).
The internal structure of the crust-mantle transition, its geometry and
its fabric are characteristics that provide constraints on the processes acting
in the upper mantle and at the base of the crust. These are key issues to
understand the dynamics of tectonic processes, e.g. extension and collision,
and their accompanying geochemical modifications and mass transfer. The
detail structure of the Moho provides insight into mass transfer processes
affecting crustal growth and accretion, underplating, and delamination (Hale
and Thompson 1982; Larkin et al. 1996; Balling 2000; Morozov et al. 2001;
Levander et al. 2011).
During the last few decades a large number of seismic reflection profiling
programs in different parts of the world have provided thousands of kilome-
tres of high resolution images of the crust and specifics of the crust-mantle
transition. Such crustal images are unique clues for the interpretation of
how regional tectonic features and structures observed at the Earth′s surface
are related to structures at depth, and may be explained in terms of crust-
forming tectonic processes (Mooney and Meissner 1992; Abbott et al. 1997;
Cook et al. 2010).
The Moho has been largely defined on the basis of geophysical data,
in particular potential field techniques, controlled source seismic profiling
(Meissner 1973; Jarchow and Thompson 1989; Cook 2002; Eaton 2006; Cook
et al. 2010; Oueity and Clowes 2010), and the analysis of passive source
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recordings. For example: teleseismic receiver functions (Langston 1979)
which have been useful for estimating crustal thicknesses (and VP/VS ra-
tios) beneath individual seismic stations (Zandt and Ammon 1995; Chevrot
and van der Hilst 2000; Zhu and Kanamori 2000).
The knowledge obtained of this singular structure is dependent on the
methodology used to obtain its image and the specific properties and res-
olution capabilities of the imaging techniques used. In the case of seismic
techniques, the images obtained are dependent on the frequency content of
the source, on the angles of illumination of the structure, the geometry of the
recording array and density of sensors that record the transmitted and scat-
tered energy and the density of sources that illuminate it. These acquisition
parameters control the resolution of the images of the Moho′s structure.
Through the literature [published bibliography] it is easy to find the Moho
discontinuity being qualified by adjectives that relate to the technique or
data used to visualize or characterize it. For example the literature is replete
with such phrases as the seismic Moho, the refraction Moho, the reflection
Moho, the electric Moho (Jones and Ferguson 2001), the petrologic Moho
(Jarchow and Thompson 1989) the gravity Moho (Holliger and Kemperer
1989). These reflect researchers attempts to develop a multidisciplinary view
of this important structure integrating remote sensing interpretations with
the geologic and petrologic data obtained from direct measurements on xeno-
liths or from the limited exhumed exposures of the crust-mantle transition.
These data can be placed in a temperature depth context and provide a way
to map crust-mantle stratigraphy in terms of rock types and fluid related
processes (O’Reilly et al. 1994). Therefore, it is important to recognize that
the knowledge obtained on the crust-mantle transition strongly depends on
the remote sensing techniques which have been used and on their intrinsic
resolution capabilities.
2. Refraction and/or Wide-Angle Seismic Reflection
Seismic profiling on a crustal scale has had a long tradition and has re-
sulted in outstanding results. A very extensive compilation can be found in
Prodehl and Mooney (2012). The acoustic energy produced by controlled
explosions is recorded at distances from offsets of 0 to a few 100’s or even
1000’s of kilometres The resulting shot records are used to determine the
velocity structure of the crust and upper mantle, this is known as the seismic
refraction method. The seismic data are analyzed using modern computa-
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tional methods which permit 2D and 3D variations in velocities (Zelt and
Smith 1992; Hole 1992; Hole and Zelt 1995; Zelt et al. 1996) but overall the
analysis is similar to that done by Mohorovicˇic´ (Fig. 1).
Conventional seismic refraction data, which typically have sensor spacing
of one to multiple kilometers, retrieve a simple step-like or a linear velocity
gradient for the Moho discontinuity, with velocities that increase stepwise,
or more gradually from Vp of 6.5 to 7.1 km/s to Vp′s greater than 7.6 km/s
to 8.0 km/s (Fig. 1). This velocity jump has been interpreted as the tran-
sition from intermediate to mafic rocks of the lower crust to predominately
ultramafic rocks typical of the upper mantle (Jarchow and Thompson 1989;
Mooney and Meissner 1992; Christensen and Mooney 1995; Giese 2005). This
velocity change happens at depth between 20 to 70 km in the Continental
crust (Mooney et al. 1998; Tesauro et al. 2008; Dı´az and Gallart 2009; Grad
and Tiira 2009; Salmon et al. 2012). Almost a reflection of the Earths hyp-
sographic profile, the histogram of global Moho depths clusters around two
peaks, one characteristic of the continents and another the oceans. The con-
tinental depths are typically between 30 to 55 km for the former, with an
average of 40 km, and about 10 km for the oceans. (Mooney et al. 1998).
Beneath continents there are local exceptions. There are large variations
in both the magnitude of the velocity contrast and the vertical dimension
over which it occurs within continental regions where an array of geological
processes has affected the Moho, often episodically, over geological time. In
an effort to provide a globally consistent definition, Steinhart (1967) pro-
posed that the refraction Moho be the depth at which the P-wave velocity
first increases rapidly or discontinuously to values above 7.6-8.6 km/s. If
steep velocity gradients are not present, then the refraction Moho is inter-
preted as the level at which the P-wave velocity exceeds 7.6 km/s (Steinhart
1967; Jarchow and Thompson 1989). This has been adopted as the defini-
tion by the geophysical community ensuring that a refraction Moho will be
found everywhere around the world, but complicating its interpretation as
the crust-mantle boundary.
In refraction seismology, the phase reflected at the Moho interface is la-
belled traditionally as PmP in the case of the reflected P wave and, SmS in
the case of the reflected S wave (in a similar way the converted waves at the
Moho are the PmS and SmP, for P-to-S and S-to-P conversions, respectively).
The Pn phase is considered to be the head-wave bottoming within the up-
per mantle, just bellow the Moho discontinuity. A more general definition
by IASPEI states that it is any P wave bottoming beneath the Moho and
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within the upper mantle not deeper than the base of the asthenosphere. This
two phases where the key in Mohorovicˇic´ interpretation of the Earthquake
recordings (Fig. 1).
Conventional refraction data acquisition relied on the observation of re-
fracted phases over great enough distances to accurately measure phase ve-
locity and reflected phases at distances that correspond to angles of incidence
at and beyond the critical angle of refraction at the Moho to benefit from the
high reflection coefficients (approaching 1), (Aki and Richards 1980). There-
fore, in this type of data acquisition experiments it is important to cover
relatively large offsets, often on the order of 200 to 300 km, depending on
crustal thickness, (Fig. 2). With the development of increasingly inexpen-
sive, lightweight portable instrumentation, spatial density of the surface sen-
sors has increased to multiple sensors/km and the images of the Moho have
improved as pre-critical incidence reflections are observable, where reflection
coefficients are on the order of 0.1 and the shorter paths lead to much less
energy being lost to attenuation. The decrease in station spacing increases
the lateral continuity of the PmP phase as well as reveals more vertical detail
in the pre-critical region. Vertical resolution is a fraction of vertical wave-
length of the incident wavefield, which increases from λ at normal incidence
to (λ/cosθ) at angle θ. Since λ ∼ 1/f increasing source frequency content
can increase vertical resolution. The variation with offset of the amplitude
of the PmP reflection and the increase in lateral resolution is demonstrated
in Fig. 2. The increase in spatial density of the surface sensors revealed
relatively strong spatial variability in the shape of the PmP arrival suggest-
ing that the interpreted structure was more complex than a simple step or
linear velocity gradient. Modern wide-angle studies have notably increased
the number of instruments employed in an experiment, in the process reveal-
ing that the Moho discontinuity can exhibit considerable lateral and vertical
variation (Fig. 2).
With the improvements in acquisition it has been evidenced that the
characteristics of the Mohorovicˇic´ discontinuity have a strong dependence on
the acquisition parameters: amplitude and frequency content of the source
signal, the geometry and deployment parameters of the recording system
(trace spacing, sampling interval, etc). Mainly the images have a high de-
pendence on the dynamic characteristics of the source signal (Fig. 3). An
example of the dependence of the variations of the PmP phase as a function
of frequency content can be observed in the Refraction data acquired across
the Ural Mountains (see fig 4 and 5 in Carbonell et al. (2000)). Another
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recent example revealing the PmP seismic signature variations with respect
to frequency content is the wide-angle seismic reflection data acquired in the
IBERSEIS research project in southwestern Iberia Peninsula (Fig. 3). In
this case the seismic signature features a very noticeable change. The PmP
at wide-angles (over 90 km offset) is observed in all the filter panels, while at
offset distances < 50 km the seismic signature of the lower crust and Moho
are only visible at higher frequencies (fig. 3). This latter effect is likely
due to low frequency scattered surface waves from near surface irregularities
Levander and Hill (1985).
Synthetic seismic modeling has demonstrated the importance of the scale/
dimensions of the heterogeneities within the lower crust and upper mantle
and its relation with the wave-length of the illuminating seismic signal (Hol-
liger and Levander 1992; Holliger et al. 1992; Levander and Holliger 1992;
Holliger et al. 1993; Tittgemeyer et al. 1996, 1999; Ryberg et al. 2000). This
has been more important as the acquisition technology has improved. As the
acquisition parameters have changed (increasing the number of stations, the
maximum offsets, the frequency content of the source signal and, decreasing
the station spacing) the view of the Moho evolved. The changes in the acqui-
sition parameters have translated in a direct increase in the overall resolution
of the images. Smaller station spacing have increase the lateral resolution,
higher source frequencies (coupled with an increase in the sampling rates)
have increased the vertical resolution. Therefore, 100 years after its discov-
ery controlled source seismic data has provided the Moho with an internal
structure and local topography. A very complete review of the knowledge
on the Earth′s Crust and Lithosphere achieved by the refraction/wide-angle
reflection profiling can be found in Prodehl and Mooney (2012).
3. Normal Incidence Seismic Reflection
Since the early 50’s near vertical incidence (zero offset) multichannel
recordings of the backscattered acoustic wave-field were attempted by using
quarry blast in a number of places. Spatially dense near offset seismic record-
ings, now known as seismic reflection profiling method (Common Mid Point
–CMP–), were used for exploration of natural resources (oil and gas). Reich
(1957) and Dohr (1957) reported the identification of events in shot records
as seismic phases, reflections, from intra-crustal horizons and in particular
from the Moho. Similar events were also recorded by exploration compa-
nies near the Munich Basin and other Alpine foreland basins of southern
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Bavaria (Liebscher 1962). Elsewhere during the 1960s, the seismic reflection
method was being directly applied to study the crust and the Moho (Be-
loussov et al. 1962; Dix 1965; Clowes et al. 1968). Since these early studies
seismic reflection profiling has provided images of the crust-mantle bound-
ary which are characterized by their richness in detail. The details in the
pictures are considered to be the interference response of the source signal
and the backscattered energy by the impedance structure of Moho itself.
A relatively large number of academic seismic reflection research programs
have been developed world wide. These have established the present high
resolution knowledge on the characteristics and nature of the Moho (exam-
ples of these programs are: ECORS (France); COCORP (USA); DEKORP
(Germany); LITHOPROBE (Canada); BIRPS (UK); ESCI (Spain); FIRE
(Finland); among others). Currently Geoscience Australia and SINOPROBE
(China) are carrying out dedicated seismic characterization programs result-
ing in high quality CMP images of the crust and upper mantle. These CMP
data sets are specially rich and include studies developed across: different
tectonic regimes; different geologic scenarios and have sampled terranes of
different ages. Thus CMP profiling provided the means to map the Moho
topography, and more importantly to obtain detailed images which place
constraints to the internal structure and physical properties of the rocks in
the vicinity of the base of the crust.
CMP data have provided the most highly resolved images of the crust-
mantle transition and, have shown that the Moho can vary from a relatively
simple interface, to a very complex, vertical extended, and lateral variable
set of reflection pulses, and in places even lack a reflection signature (Mooney
and Meissner 1992; Hammer and Clowes 1997; Carbonell et al. 2000, 2002;
Cook 2002; Cook et al. 2010; Giese 2005; Eaton 2006). The analysis of the
back scattered wave-field indicated that the reflection character of the Moho
can be the result of a wide range of possible structures, compositions, thermal
evolutions, and formation processes. The CMP transects acquired world wide
regardless the differences in the acquisition and processing parameters have
revealed a series of general characteristics. The crust in this images is gener-
ally more reflective than the mantle (Hammer and Clowes 1997; Cook et al.
2010). The Moho is considered to be the last, deepest, relatively strong re-
flection which appear at similar depths (and/or time). Although, differences
can partially be related to the evolution of the instrumentation technology
and data acquisition geometry the variation in the seismic signature of the
Moho is most probably independent of the surface geology and/or the age of
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the terranes that overly it. The near-vertical, deep seismic reflection images
acquired by the different research teams throughout the world feature the
Moho as a structure with a wide variety of reflection signatures (Oliver 1982;
Klemperer et al. 1986; Prossen 1991; Carbonell et al. 2002). The continental
Moho is most probably an evolving dynamic structure its geometry and lo-
cation as well as its character are results of the most recent tectonic and/or
thermal event in which it was involved (Jarchow and Thompson 1989; Ham-
mer and Clowes 1997; Carbonell et al. 2002; Cook 2002; Cook et al. 2010).
The Moho has variable seismic signatures. It can be identified in some cases
as a single event; in others it is defined as a band of reflectivity of finite
width; in others is considered to be the limit or transition from a zone of
relatively high reflectivity to a transparent zone.
Presently, only a qualitative comparison between seismic signatures of the
Moho obtained by the different research programs is pursued. Because there
are fundamental differences in the acquisition and processing steps. The tech-
nology, hardware, design and parameters usually differ between projects. For
example, stacked images have most probably been processed using different
datums, this will result in differences in Moho depths due to the choice of the
datum level. This differences can be as large as 1.5 to 2 s. Perhaps unique
and most consistent CMP data sets are the ones acquired by the research
programmes of Geoscience Australia (in Australia) and LITHOPROBE (in
Canada). These programmes have produced very high quality and inter-
nally consistent CMP data. A Large effort was devoted to maintain the data
quality and homogeneity within the acquisition and processing parameters
among the data corresponding to the different transects (Goleby et al. 1997;
Cook et al. 2010). Both efforts have resulted in the most consistent seismic
reflection sampling of the Precambrian lithosphere.
4. Receiver Functions
The visualization of the upper mantle and in particular the topography
of the Moho has also been carried out through analysis of seismic records
acquired by broad band sensor networks. Seismic Imaging with array record-
ings, has been evolving over the last decade. It is based on the use of con-
verted seismic phases to display and characterize variations of physical prop-
erties within the crust and upper mantle (Fig. 4). The analysis of converted
waves, are an asset to produce low resolution seismic images of the crust
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and upper mantle. Mainly the determination of the Moho by using receiver
functions uses a relatively dense mesh of broadband seismometers.
Receiver function’s terminology (Receiver Function, RF) was introduced
by (Langston 1979) who describes these records and stacking procedures.
Rondenay (2009) presents a detailed description of the processing steps to
follow to obtain a RF image using converted and scattered teleseismic waves
(Fig. 4). The key idea in RF imaging is the use of the converted phases.
Seismic energy at teleseismic distances arrives at the receiver array as a plane
wave. This plane wave travels upwards and interferes with the Moho (Fig.
4). The Moho interface represents the largest contrast in physical properties,
the physical properties (seismic P and S wave velocitites and density –ρ–)
of the crust against the physical properties of the mantle. Following the ray
theory approximation as the P wave impacts the Moho interface the energy
partitions into reflected and transmitted waves as described by the physics in
the Zoeppritz equations (Aki and Richards 1980). The upward transmitted
waves are the ones recorded by the array of receivers. The first phase to
arrive at the receiver array will be the P wave while the other prominent
phase should be the S phase converted (Ps) at the Moho boundary (Fig. 4).
The depth of the Moho discontinuity can be estimated from the difference
between the arrival times of P phase (direct wave) and the converted phase
Ps. An estimate of the contrast in physical properties of the interface can be
determined from the relationship between the amplitudes of the two phases.
RF use these phases for the direct visualization of structure (Vinnik 1977;
Langston 1979). To increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the converted phases,
station records from multiple sources are combined by summing the records
once they are normalized to the source and displaced in time depending on
its angle of incidence.
For RF imaging an array of seismic stations with relatively small sta-
tion intervals (on the order of a few km’s) is required, the station spacing
is responsible for the lateral resolution of the image, while the number of
teleseismic records (redundancy) acquired in each station is responsible for
the robustness of the observations. Note that the models are assumed to be
one-dimensional, this implies that beneath the study area horizontal layers
are considered. This simplification of the theory is valid in the low resolution
case of the first order discontinuities such as the Moho.
The frequency content of the teleseismic records is very low when com-
pared to the controlled source seismic data. The difference is, at least, of one
to two orders of magnitude. Therefore, this technique is not able to resolve
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high resolution structure of the Moho boundary, although it can provide rel-
atively reliable maps of its topography. Small dimension heterogeneities will
be responsible for diffractions (and/or scattering) of the incident wave. Het-
erogeneities will generate a scattering field when their size is within one order
of magnitude smaller than the magnitude of the predominant wavelength of
the teleseismic signal (Fig. 4).
The deployment of recording devices with a relatively high spatial density
(for example with a station spacing of 3-5 km) has resulted in data that is
suitable for the use of migration algorithms and other processing techniques
which were developed for conventional controlled source, exploration seismol-
ogy. The converted phases (Ps) once they have been corrected (normalized,
rotated, etc) they are sorted into common conversion points, projected to
depth and stacked (Dueker and Sheehan 1997; Kosarev 1999). This is equiv-
alent to the CMP sorting and stacking of the exploration seismology. The
resolution can be further increase by using more complex imaging operators
there is a relatively long list of new developments in this field (Revenaugh
1995; Bostock and Rondenay 1999; Ryberg et al. 2000; Sheehan et al. 2000;
Shragge et al. 2001; Poppeliers and Pavlis 2003; Frederiksen and Revenaugh
2004).
Currently the acquisition of passive source seismic data is being carried
out extensively. Relatively large networks consisting of regularly spaced
broad-band sensors are being deployed within ambitious multidisciplinary
projects such as: EARTHSCOPE (USA); TOPOIBERIA-IBERARRAY (Spain);
SINOPROBE (China), AUSSCOPE (Australia) among others. These large
scale arrays of receivers a being complemented by local research initiatives
with the aim of increasing the lateral resolution in specific and key structural
study areas.
5. Multi-seismic signatures of the Mohorovicˇic´ Discontinuity
5.1. The Moho under Paleozoic Mountain Orogens
5.1.1. From the Appalachians to the Urals
The Appalachians are considered jointly with the Caledonides and the
Variscides typical Paleozoic orogens. The seismic characteristics of the Moho
beneath this collisional tectonic setting, is relatively complex and varies lat-
erally. A description of the discontinuity beneath the Southern Appalachians
can be found in Nelson et al. (1985). Beneath this late Paleozoic orogenic
belt of southeastern US the Moho is relatively horizontal and is discontinuous
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across the orogen (Pratt et al. 1988). These early references already identify
as the Moho discontinuity the base of the layered reflection sequence which
is attributed to a laminated lower crust (Pratt et al. 1988).
The Moho topography and its seismic signature beneath the Northen
Appalachians (Newfoundland) has been described from early refraction and
CMP data (Hughes et al. 1994). The wide-angle PmP reflection is clearly
observed at 100-140 km offset. The depth of the refraction Moho correlates
with the base of the reflectivity in some parts of the early CMP transects
acquired in the area. The discontinuity changes laterally in depth and in
seismic signature. The reflection Moho varies from well defined, high am-
plitude and a laterally continuous reflection fabric to an interpreted Moho
as the base of the crustal reflectivity. This lower crustal reflectivity in some
cases can define a dipping fabric, which can reveal different geometrical re-
lationships with the Moho boundary, it can coalesce into the Moho or it can
be truncated by the Moho. These relationships are highly dependent on the
processing strategies. A detailed and complete description of the Moho be-
neath Canada constrained by the LITHOPROBE transects can be found in
Cook et al. (2010).
The Collision between Gondwana and Baltica in the Late Palaeozoic is
represented in Europe by the Variscan orogenic belt. It extends from south-
western Iberia Peninsula, across the Massif Central (France) to the East
European Platform. Three tectonic terranes were involved in the orogeny.
In southwestern Iberia, the Orogen is a major transpressive collisional feature
which has been investigated by multi-seismic (controlled and passive source)
data acquisition experiments. The controlled source IBERSEIS experiments
(Fig. 5) include CMP Vibroseis (Simancas et al. 2003; Carbonell et al. 2004)
and spatially dense wide-angle seismic reflection profiles (Palomeras et al.
2009; Flecha et al. 2009; Palomeras et al. 2011). The passive source data for
the RF images is provided by the TOPOIBERIA project.
The Moho is located at 11 s, TWT in the CMP image it is coincident with
zero offset recordings of the wide-angle explosive shots (Fig. 5). 11 s corre-
sponds to an approximate depth of 30-33 km. The Moho is horizontal and
located at constant depth. Its seismic signature changes laterally. For ex-
ample, in the wide-angle, the PmP phase at near offset changes in frequency
and amplitude depending on the location of the shot point with respect to
the dominant geological terrane. Beneath the Southern Portuguese Zone the
PmP is a sharp and high amplitude event characterized by a short and simple
wavelet (Fig. 5) it can be interpreted as the reflection response due to a sim-
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ple structure which is close to a step discontinuity (Palomeras et al. 2009).
The CMP image beneath this South Portuguese Zone (southern end of the
IBERSEIS profile) reveal a Moho as a relatively thin high amplitude reflec-
tive band. Some dipping events in the lower crust (Fig. 5 coalesce toward
it at 11 s (Simancas et al. 2003). The wide-angle shot gathers reveal rela-
tively high reflectivity at mid-to-lower crustal levels, and the PmP correlates
with the base of this reflected energy (Flecha et al. 2009). In comparison,
the towards the center of the profile (beneath the Ossa Morena terrane) the
Moho is relatively weak and discontinuous (Fig. 5). When it is observed, the
event is 0.5 to 1.0 s thick suggesting that the Moho is a relatively thick fea-
ture with a complex internal structure (Simancas et al. 2003). Towards the
northern end of the transect (beneath the Central Iberian Zone) the CMP
Moho is also characterized by relatively high amplitude band of reflectivity
(Fig. 5), beneath a boudinage like lower crust (Simancas et al. 2003). Far-
ther to the north, Mart´ınez Poyatos et al. (2012) image the Moho as a high
amplitude horizontal band of reflectivity located at 10 s TWT (Fig. 6). The
Moho is interpreted to correspond to the sharp break in the reflectivity, the
base of the reflective lower crust. Towards the south of this transect (Fig.
6) a prominent high amplitude dipping event penetrates the upper mantle.
Imaging, a crust-mantle wedge.
Sample images of the Moho beneath the Caledonides were obtained by
the BIRPS program within several deep seismic reflection lines such as for
example: the MOIST, DRUM, GRID’s etc. (Brewer and Smythe 1984; Sny-
der and Flack 1990; McBride et al. 1995). In general the Moho is well imaged
as an, approximately sub-horizontal 0.5 s band of high amplitude reflectivity
(Fig. 7), located at approximately 25 km depth. It is considered to be a
structure of finite thickness and with internal architecture. The multiseismic
data acquired in the area north of Scotland (Fig. 7) is mutually consistent.
The RF data, although it was acquired between 40 to 60 km away from the
CMP, provide low frequency images with a relatively thick structure, which
coincides in depth (time) with the mapped Moho by the controlled source
data (Fig. 7). An expanded spread was also acquired in the area suggesting
that the Moho is a 0.5 s thick feature. The relatively low frequency (< 18 Hz)
of the marine controlled source used is indicative of a layered structure. A
peculiar feature of the these transects and other deep seismic reflection pro-
files acquired in the British Caledonides is that the Moho is intersected by a
high amplitude band of dipping reflectivity (Hynes and Snyder 1995). One
of the highest frequency images ever acquired of the crust-mantle transition
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was obtained also under the Caledonides. Warner et al. (1994) used explosive
and deeply buried sensors, this acquisition designed allowed recording signal
characterized by frequencies over 100 Hz. The images provide evidence of a
highly structured Moho transition, at least in the southern UK Warner et al.
(1994).
In the central European plate the DEKORP program also targeted Variscan
orogenic structures (for example with the DEKORP 2-N, GRANU ’95 pro-
files). The Moho is located at a nearly constant depth of 30 km, with locally
relatively small variations. For example, in the southernmost portion of
DEKORP 2-N the Moho is located at about 26 km limiting the highly reflec-
tive fabric of the lower crust. and increases in depth towards the northwest
to more than 30 km. Similarly to what is observed in the – ECORS N¨ord
de la France – profile which samples a similar tectonic zone located to the
west (Bois, C. and ECORS Scientific Party 1990). Also In the DEKORP 2-N
beneath the central and southeastern parts of the profile the Moho is marked
by distinct reflections at about 9 to 9.5 s TWT. Below these reflections a
finite band of energy is observed which might be indicative of a transition
zone, rather than a simple discontinuity as consistent with previous refrac-
tion studies (Mechie et al. 1983) in the area. This is an example of two
alternative interpretations suggested by two different types of seismic reflec-
tion data sets. This contrasts with interpreted Moho along the DEKORP
1B profile (1987) where it is not imaged and it is assumed to be at about 10
s TWT due to the lack of reflection energy below 10 s TWT. (Oncken 1998;
Franke et al. 2000)
The Urals mountains are another example of Variscan orogen which has
also been investigated by seismic methods (e.g. ESRU Juhlin et al. (1996);
Druzhinin et al. (1997); Juhlin et al. (1998) and URSEIS’95 (Berzin et al.
1996; Carbonell et al. 1996; Echtler et al. 1996; Knapp et al. 1996). Projects)
(Figs. 8 and 9). Unlike other Paleozoic orogenic belts the Urals have not
undergone post-orogenic extensional collapse and are relatively well preserved
for its age. A relatively well constrained crustal root has been imaged by the
refraction/wide-angle experiments in the central (Juhlin et al. 1996) and
southern Urals (Carbonell et al. 2000) (Figs. 8 and 9). The root in the
southern Urals is constrained by PmP and SmS phases (Fig. 9). The CMP
image of the Moho is a laterally variable. It is a relatively high amplitude
and sharp event with moderately complex wave train at both ends of the
profile (Fig. 8). Beneath the former East European Craton (in the west) and
beneath the accreted terranes of the Trans- Uralian Zone (in the east). The
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Moho is not visible beneath the core of the orogen in the CMP images (Fig.
8). This is the area underneath the Magnitogorsk Volcanic Arc. The Moho
signatures along the CMP transects have been correlated to the different
terranes that outcrop at the surface (Carbonell et al. 2002). The structural
model for the Moho accounts for the lateral variability of the reflectivity
signature as well as for the, lack of normal incidence reflectivity. This latter
feature is taken as evidence for a transitional Moho (gradient velocity model)
(Carbonell et al. 2002) beneath the root zone which can be imaged by wide-
angle reflection data(Fig. 9).
5.2. Across the Trans-European Suture Zone: From Central to North and
Eastern Europe
From Central to North and Eastern Europe the Trans-European Suture
Zone (TESZ) is a prominent geological feature it limits the mobile Phanero-
zoic terranes in the south and west from the Precambrian East European
Craton. It is an enigmatic element in the evolution of the Paleozoic Euro-
pean orogens. Geophysical constraints have been established through a series
of research efforts, (Thybo et al. 1999, 2002). The multiseismic studies car-
ried out across this feature together with geophysical experiments across the
Urals, have brought new insights in the topography, nature and evolution of
the Moho across a major suture zone. A large effort has been devoted to the
Central and North-Eastern Europe in acquiring deep seismic reflection data
to constrain the structure of the crust and upper mantle in the boundary area
from the East European Craton across the Trans-European Suture zone to
the Variscides. This area has been the target of a series of wide-angle seismic
reflection data acquisition efforts well know examples include: POLONAISE’
97 (Guterch et al. 1999; Jensen et al. 1999, 2002; Grad et al. 2002; Czuba
et al. 2002; Janik et al. 2002) CELEBRATION 2000 (Guterch et al. 2003b, a;
Rzˇek et al. 2003; Grad et al. 2006; Majdanki et al. 2006; Grad et al. 2006)
SUDETES 2002 (Majdanki et al. 2006; Kryza and Zalasiewicz 2008; Geissler
et al. 2012; Grad et al. 2008) GRUNDY 2003 (Malinowski et al. 2007; Mali-
nowski 2009). A complete assessment of these data can be found in Prodehl
and Mooney (2012).
The Moho depths increase across the TESZ from approximately 30 km
beneath Phanerozoic Europe to, approximately, 45 km beneath the Precam-
brian craton. This general trend of increase in crustal thickness towards the
Precambrian craton of East Europe has been seismically mapped at differ-
ent latitudes. This trend is observed beneath Sweden, by the SCANDES
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wide-angle experiment (Stratford and Thybo 2011). Grad et al. (2006) doc-
umented similar variation in Moho depth and lithospheric velocity structure
across the TESZ using the refraction/wide-angle reflection experiments, for
example the CELEBRATION line 5 which reveals the increase in thickness
and a relatively high velocity layer at the base of the crust beneath the Pre-
cambrian craton of east Europe. Broad band recordings of teleseismic events
acquired in the TOR experiment (Gregersen and Voss 2002) also support
this increase in thickness. In southern latitudes Geissler et al. (2012) also
maps this features. Teleseismic and regional earthquake tomography data
define a complex suture in the mantle beneath the TESZ the transition from
a thin, normal crust to a thick crust beneath the Precambrian craton. A
change in the internal structure of the Moho is also expected when going a
cross the TESZ (Wilde-Pio´rko et al. 2010). However, the low frequency that
characterizes the recordings of the passive broad-band sensors is not able to
resolve this features.
The transition from TESZ to the Variscan Orogen of Central Europe has
been targeted by muti-seismic data acquisitions, for example the SUDETES
and the GRUNDY experiments. These reveal a Moho with a laterally variable
seismic signature. The GRUNDY 2003 seismic images (Malinowski 2009)
characterize the seismic reflection fabric of the lower crust (20-23 km depth)
as featuring a high amplitudes. The comparison of the refraction and the
wide-angle reflection data favored that the Moho could be associated to the
base of the prominent reflectivity at 11 s. The mapped increase in depth
towards the east of Moho interface and the relatively high velocities deter-
mined there at base of the crust and upper mantle lead Malinowski (2009)
to suggested possible eclogite facies rocks at the base of the crust in the root
zone of the Precambrian craton.
5.3. Transects Across Precambrian Terranes
The FENOLORA experiment acquired data in the Precambriam of North-
ern Europe in late 80’s (Clowes et al. 1987; Prodehl and Mooney 2012) in
Sweden and Norway. The Moho in this data set was interpreted to be a 7±2
km thick zone which increases in depth from 40 to 50 km. Locally along the
profile the Moho features depths in excess of 55 km (beneath Norrkoping and
Sundsvall, Sweden). This seismic transect is another example of la laterally
variable Moho, in depth an in thickness. Its depth varies approximately 12
km from North to south and changes from a relatively thick transition zone to
a relatively sharp step discontinuity. In the 90’s high quality seismic data of
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the BABEL and FIRE projects delivered examples of the Moho beneath the
Precambrian crust of the European Plate. As in Canada and Australia there
is a well defined reflectivity observed in some parts of the Precambrian shields
that have undergone Proterozoic orogenies, extension, and basin formation
(BABEL Working Group 1990, 1993a; Kukkonen and Lahtinen 2006). The
Moho is defined as the base of the relatively strong band of reflectivity inter-
preted as the lower crust, and has an irregular topography (Figs. 10 and 11).
It is highly variable going from very distinctive and sharp limit of reflectivity
to areas where it is not defined. These changes can happen within 10’s of
km. The Moho depth ranges from about 30 km beneath northern Germany
to 62 km beneath the Bothnian Sea and, with a prominent root beneath the
southern Bothnian Bay (Figs. 10 and 11). When compared with refraction
data (FENOLORA) the mapped reflective Moho is difficult to correlate to
the refraction Moho (BABEL Working Group 1990, 1993b; Riahi et al. 1997).
The CMP and the refraction acquired in the area constitute an example of
a lack of correlation for what is related to Moho depth and topography. RF
images from Alinaghi et al. (2003) using broad band records which have been
acquired by the seismic networks: TOR, SCEKALAPKO, GRSN and GEO-
FON; reveal a well defined Moho nearly horizontal southwest of the TESZ
limit (Figs. 10 and 11). The Moho northeast of the TESZ features a sharp
increase in depth to values near 60 km (deeper than mapped by controlled
source seismic data).
Across the Atlantic, the LITHOPROBE research programme constrained
the Lithosphere beneath Canada with a series of integrated transect. Im-
plications of this unique data set on the structure and nature of the Moho
has been extensively discused (Hammer and Clowes 1997; Cook 2002; Eaton
2006; Cook et al. 2010; Oueity and Clowes 2010). The Archean tectonic
terranes of the Abitibi province feature a Moho that shallows from 40 to 32
km within the Superior Province and contrast with the Moho depth beneath
the Grenville Province which averages in depth of (44 ± 2 km) (White et al.
2000). Flat relatively simple and horizontal Moho is imaged beneath the
Opatica belt which contrasts with a transparent Moho beneath the Abitibi
belt. Relatively large differences for the depth of the Moho discontinuity are
found in adjacent parts of the Midcontinent Rift and these variations are
uncorrelated with surface topography. The Moho is the deepest beneath the
central Graben at 55 km, at the margins of the rift the Moho appears to be
at approximately 35 to 40 km. Another contrast in Moho depth is mapped
beneath the Grenville front in southern Ontario with a transition from 45
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to 35 km beneath the Grenville orogen and the Superior Craton respectively
(White et al. 2000). Beneath the Superior craton the Moho is predominantly
horizontal, and it is deepest beneath the Kapuskasing structure (Darbyshire
et al. 2007). Calvert et al. (2004) imaged the shallowest Moho beneath the
Western superior province beneath the western part which is estimated at
32 km depth. RF images are consistent with this measurements revealng
relatively large variations for the depth of the Moho that range from approx-
imately 32 km to depths 45 km. The Moho is once more characterized by a
sharp transition in the reflectivity fabric, from highly reflective for the crust
to a nearly transparent for the upper mantle (White et al. 2003; Calvert et al.
2004; Van der Velden and Cook 2005). The Moho beneath can be associated
also to a conspicuous, nearly horizontal reflector denoting the base of the
crust a relatively thin transition zone. Beneath the Western Superior, wide
angle reflection data reveal a prominent Moho reflection (Kay et al. 1999) in
contrast with the CMP Moho which is mostly associated to the transition
from a reflective crust to a mostly transparent upper mantle (White et al.
2003)
Under the Trans Hudson Orogen seismic data defines a clear root beneath
the Reindeer which exceeds 40 km depth. The Moho is shallower at both
sides. The upper mantle velocity beneath the Trans Hudson Orogen, in one
direction is anomalously high (> 8.6 km/s). Locally, in the other direction
low velocities of 8.1± 0.1 km/s where estimated from other refraction studies.
This favored and interpretation in terms of anisotropy which appears to be
confined to a small volume within the overall study area, perhaps due to the
complex tectonics that occurred in the area (Ne´meth et al. 2005).
It is difficult and most probably not correct to emplace and/or discuss
the results of LITHOPROBE concerning the Moho beneath Canada under a
single caption related to a geologic time scale as it is done in this contribution.
LITHOPROBE results in Northwestern Canada revealed a complex crustal
lithosphere, for example, evidences of precambrian crust where constrained
beneath the Mesozoic northern Canadian Cordillera (Cook et al. 2004) by
the Slave-Northern Cordillera Lithospheric Evolution (SNORCLE) transect
(Fig. 12). An integrated view of the lithosphere beneath the northwestern
Canada can be found in Cook et al. (2004); Clowes et al. (2005). These
contribution present a detailed description of the seismic data results and a
discussion of their implications. The CMP images reveal a laterally variable
Moho across this Precambrian terranes (Fig. 12). It is determined by the
base of the reflectivity in the western part of the transect, it is marked by a
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relatively thin band of laterally continuous reflections in the central part of
the transect and it is weaker and more discontinuous towards the western end
of the image. Additionally the CMP data reveals that the crust is slightly
thicker in the center of the image beneath the Wopmay Orogen (Fig. 12).
The wide-angle data (Clowes et al. 2005) reveals a relatively consistent Moho
at 30-34 km depth all along the transect (Fig. 12).
In southern Alberta the extensive seismic data base places strong con-
straints on the Moho depth. Lemieux et al. (2000); Clowes et al. (2002)
discuss the results for Southern Alberta, and the transition towards the
Wyoming Province, where the lithosphere was constrained by the SALT and
SAREX seismic experiments. The Moho in the northern part is relatively
horizontal and located at an approximate depth of 35 km. Towards the
South the crustal thickness increases up to values of 56 to 58 km towards
the Archean Wyoming Province in Montana (Clowes et al. 2002). Beneath
South Alberta the teleseismic data (Eaton and Hope 2003) does not provide
enough evidences for the prominent step at the Moho indicated by the seismic
reflection data located just beneath the Great Slave Lake Shear Zone.
In summary beneath Precambrian terranes the seismic signature of the
Moho is highly variable. For instance: in a large number of studies the
crust mantle boundary is considered to be represented by the sudden change
between the reflective fabric of the lower crust and the transparent upper
mantle; in others the Moho is interpreted to be represented by a band of
reflectivity, packets of reflections with some lateral continuity of a few 10’s of
km; furthermore there are studies where no significant evidence of a crust-to-
mantle transition is present. Cook et al. (2010) presents a more detail review
of the Moho across Canada.
5.4. The Moho Under Late Mesozoic Orogens
5.4.1. The Canadian Cordillera
Beneath the west coast of Canada, LITHOPROBE results reveal that
the Moho shallows to values approaching 10 km depth (Hammer and Clowes
1997; Clowes et al. 2005). A unique Moho reflection was not identified in
the seismic sections beneath the Vancouver Island and in the western Coast
Mountains (Clowes et al. 1987). Clowes et al. (1987) identified two marked
reflective zones as the top and bottom of the Juan de Fuca plate, however, few
reflections from the down-going plate can be observed in the reflection sec-
tion, the wide-angle/refraction data was needed to constrain the geometry.
With respect to the structure beneath the Vancouver Island the position
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of the down going slab as identified from the controlled source data (nor-
mal incidence and wide-angle seismic reflection data) is questioned by the
results from teleseismic studies (based on converted phases and suggested
anisotropy) (Nicholson et al. 2005) who place the top of the Juan de Fuca
plate 10 km shallower than in the previous seismic studies. Therefore a
continental Moho in an unresolved issue in this area.
5.4.2. The Alpine-Himalyan Orogens
The Alpine-Himalayan orogenesis developed along the boundary of two
megaplates during the closing of the Tethis. These orogens include, from west
to east, for example: the Atlas, the Betic-Rif the Pyrenees-Cantabrian, the
Alps, the Carpathians, the Caucasus, the Zagros, the Hindu-Kush, and the
Himalayas among others. Seismic data across these orogens is available from
which the main characteristics of the Moho can be assess. The CMP seismic
image acquired across the Pyrenees, (Choukroune and Team 1989; Roure
et al. 1989; Choukroune et al. 1990) reveals a highly variable topography of
the Moho boundary (Fig. 13). A near horizontal Moho is well defined by
reflectivity packages at both sides of the collision zone beneath the Northern
and Southern ends of the line (at both sides of the axial zone). Under the
axial zone a well developed step can be interpreted with an offset > 10
km (Fig. 13). This offset in the Moho correlates at the surface with the
outcrop of the North Pyrenean fault (Fig. 13). At depth a relatively high
amplitude north dipping reflector delineates an inclined thick slab defining
an indentation of the European plate in the Iberian subcontinent, a wedge
structure. The cross-section lacks continuity of the Moho beneath the core
of the orogen. The Moho beneath this axial zone was constrained by the
previously acquired refraction data. In detail the southern horizontal Moho
(beneath the Ebro basin) features a distinct character when compared to the
also well defined Moho beneath the northern end of the line (beneath the
Aquitaine basin). Recently acquired passive source recordings to the west of
the main CMP transect have provided RF images (Fig. 13) revealing a crustal
scale indenter wedge structure (Dı´az et al. 2012). A prominent and relatively
thick Moho beneath Iberia is dipping towards the north. Approximately, in
the vertical of the Axial zone a prominent step in the Moho is suggested by
the RF images.
The Alps have been also the target of several deep seismic reflection tran-
sects. The Moho in NFP20 (Pfiffner et al. 1988; Valasek et al. 1991) appears
as a series of bright reflection that steepens from the north toward the south
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and terminates abruptly near the center of the Alpine chain (Pfiffner et al.
1988; Valasek et al. 1991). To the east the Moho is further constrained by the
TRANSALP profile (Castellarin et al. 2006) This is a recently acquired multi
seismic research initiative which includes a CMP profile across the Eastern
Alps (Fig. 14). This CMP image visualizes the European Moho descending
regularly, delineating a zone that projects south of the Periadriatic Linea-
ment. The Moho boundary and its geometry are well marked in the seismic
profile. The Moho is interpreted in this case as the base of a reflective lower
crust. The European Moho can be followed from 30 km depth, under the
northern Molasse foreland, down to about 55 km depth south of the higher
mountains of Alps then it disappears, to appear again towards the southern
part defining a Moho step of over 10 km (Fig. 14). Cassinis (2006) located
the Moho at about 40 km depth, in the Belluno area this depth is consistent
with previous refraction data interpretations and also with the RF (Fig. 14)
data acquired coincidently with the TRANSALP CMP transect (Kummerow
et al. 2004). The Moho is mapped at depths of only 25-30 km near Verona
in the southern end of the profile, it features a dipping attitude towards the
west and south The relatively old refraction data set interpreted by Deich-
mann et al. (1986) mapped a lower crustal doubling, to the west and north.
The European Moho is characterized by a relatively high southern dip. The
overall image suggests a wedge structure, similar to the one imaged across
the Pyrenees (Fig. 13). Further constraints on the Moho beneath the West-
ern Alps were obtained by the joint ECORS-CROP transect which revealed
a similar step discontinuity. According to the TRANSALP RF images the
Moho is an, approximately, 10 km thick structure. The CMP reveals the
Moho as a 2-3 s thick band of high amplitude reflectivity which displays lat-
eral continuity over distances of 30-40 km. The Moho in both images (CMP
and RF) is discontinuous beneath the southern flank of the orogen, revealing
a step of > 10 km. Alpine orogens reveal a prominent vertical step. This is
probably fundamental structure which has also been reported in the case of
the Tibet-Himalayan collision zone.
The Himalayan Mountains because of its significance has been exten-
sively studied. Early refraction studies (Allegre et al. 1984; Hirn et al. 1984)
suggested a prominent Moho step of 20 km, a sharp depth variation of the
boundary from 50 km to 70 km. At surface this step correlated with a ge-
ologically prominent limit the boundary between two continents. Beneath
this unique collision zone the refraction data revealed a complex Moho sur-
face the seismic reflection pattern observed in these early seismic refraction
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recordings revealed an interpreted PmP characterized by several jumps (dis-
continuities) revealing a rugged topography and/or Moho duplications. This
refraction seismic signature was interpreted as a crustal scale thrusting (du-
plexing). The international seismic research program INDEPTH was able to
produce images of the Moho by wide-angle and CMP data. The INDEPTH
CMP profiles exhibit relatively few reflections from the crust beneath a high
amplitude reflection at 15- to 20-km-depth (Nelson et al. 1996). This CMP
section maps the Moho only locally near the southern end of the transect
(Fig. 15). Beneath the Gangdese batholith at depth a steeply north-dipping
reflection is imaged. To the south, the former reflector is not seen and the
crust is characterized by a high amplitude reflectivity signature the Moho
which has been interpreted to be the base of the 75-80 km-thick crust be-
neath the Tethyan Himalaya. The Moho is interpreted to be at a depth
of, approximately 75 km. To the north, other seismic methodologies are
required to constrain its position (Kosarev 1999; Na´belek et al. 2009; Kind
and Yuan 2010). Receiver function data constrained the Moho at similar
depths of about 75 and 80 km (Fig. 15). These depth estimation suggest
that the Moho features a slight increase in depth toward the north beneath
the Central Tibet. Consistent with a Moho step suggested by previous re-
fraction, wide-angle recordings (fan-records) (Allegre et al. 1984; Hirn et al.
1984, 1995).
The combination of these seismic dataset suggests that the Moho in this
Orogenic belt features a large amount of complexity. The three examples of
passive and controlled source seismic data of Fig. 15 reveal prominent lateral
variations in the structure of the Moho in its topography, depth, thickness,
indicative of prominent changes in its physical properties. For example, the
INDEPTH CMP reveals two 0.72-1.0 s thick prominent reflections one at
approximately 10 s and another at 20 s (interpreted as a double Moho).
These events which are relatively continuous structures in the southern end
of the line for at least 60 km dip towards the north (Alsdorf et al. 1998). To
the west of the INDEPTH study area RF image resulting of the HiCLIMB
experiment (c in Fig. 15). The Moho of the Indian plate is located at
approximately 40 km depth (Na´belek et al. 2009). It is a relatively thin
structure beneath the Indian plate and it increases in thickens and depth
towards the north. Between 290 and 310 Latitude at a depth of 60-70 km
there is a 200 km long horizontal lens revealing a double Moho (Fig. 15).
Towards the north the Moho weakens, and it even disappears (at a latitude
of 320), at 330 the Moho is visible again as an approximately 10 km thick
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structure Na´belek et al. (2009). Similar RF images have been obtained by
Kind and Yuan (2010) along the INDEPTH study area (Fig. 15). Note
that a double Moho, is also observed in this image at approximately the
same location as the HiCLIMB images. The resolution of this images is not
high enough to reveal if this 200 km long lenticular feature (double Moho)
is a low frequency image of the previously interpreted lateral stack of Moho
imbrications as suggested by the interpretations of the early refraction data
(Allegre et al. 1984; Hirn et al. 1984, 1995).
5.5. The Moho beneath Rift and Extensional Tectonic Regimes
Precambrian terranes of Europe include extensional structures including
the Oslo Rift, and the active Pripyat-Dniepr-Donets rift (Stephenson 2004)
Beneath this structure limited amount of seismic data is available. Con-
straints on the depth were obtained from refraction data from DOBRE ex-
periment ((Grad et al. 2003)). The smoothly undulating Moho centered at
40 km depth was defined by this high quality refraction data. The Moho in
nearly all of the shot records can be identified starting at 70 km offset dis-
tance, as a relatively simple arrival. High velocities were determined beneath
the axis of the Donbas fold belt.
Perhaps one of the most well studied zone with extensional tectonics is
the Basin and Range in continental US. Across the Basin and Range province
the reflection Moho is continuous. The COCORP 400 N delineated a rela-
tively continuous Moho for, approximately, 800 km long line. This transect
goes across geological terrains which experienced different tectonic evolutions
before the Cenozoic (Klemperer et al. 1986). The Moho truncates other
crustal seismic reflection fabrics suggesting that the Moho is a relatively
young feature which has been overprinted to previous structures. Moho and
lower crustal reflectivity is most prominent in continental areas characterized
by extensional tectonic regimes, Basin and Range Province in western USA
(Prossen 1991) and at passive margins.
Relatively horizontal Moho′s have been defined beneath, relatively, large
scale extensional domains. The Moho under extensional tectonics has also
been interpreted to be a complex structure. Numerous times it appears as
characterized by by relative thick pile of high amplitude reflection sequences,
One of the most outstanding examples is the Nevada-PASSCAL experiment.
The wide angle data revealed a strongly layered (laminated) Moho character-
ized by seismic anisotropy (Thompson et al. 1988; Carbonell and Smithson
1991). Similar proposed lensing has been modeled for Rift zones for example
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in the Baikal (Thybo and Nielsen 2009) and has been found to feature a
limited lateral extension.
The Valencia Trough is another relatively young rift basin in the western
Mediterranean. The Moho image by a wide-aperture two-ship experiment
was traced across the basin. Differences in the reflection character of the
lower crust and Moho where correlated (Collier et al. 1994) to differences in
the amount of stretching. The base of the crust (lower crust and Moho) is
imaged as a band of high amplitude reflectivity characterized by horizontal
reflection segments. This band is approximately 4 km thick beneath the
Iberian Margin then it thins considerably towards the center of the basin
where only a prominent and thin Moho reflection is identified (Collier et al.
1994).
6. Joint analysis of the seismic data: Constraints and Implications
on the Moho
The seismic data resulting from the different acquisition approaches (re-
fraction CMP and RF), provide a complementary view on the Moho. In order
to bring together the knowledge obtained on the Moho by these methods it is
relevant to reconsider some of the existing difficulties in the interpretation in
the methodologies. The Moho depths estimated from refraction/wide-angle
seismic reflection when compared with the depths mapped by the normal
incidence profiles are in most cases consistent although they might not be
coincident. The similarities are due to the fact that the latter (normal inci-
dence Moho depths) are generally derived from the refraction derived models.
Nevertheless in cases were both kinds of data has been collocated (for exam-
ple in the seismic data acquired with programs such as the URSEIS Fig. 8,
9; and IBERSEIS Fig. 5) the position of the reflection Moho (if visible) and
the refraction Moho are close in the sense that the base of the reflectivity
or the marked/prominent laterally continuous reflected events are observed
at the normal incidence reflection travel times that would correspond to
depths of the refraction Moho. In the detailed determination of the depth
to Moho from refraction/wide-angle shot records differences can be detected
depending on which type of phases are considered. In particular, PmP and
SmS phases result in different depth estimates. This is because, although
they have similar frequency content, the differences in wavelength λ between
both wave types make them sensible to distinctly different vertical correla-
tion lengths. Because of this difference sensitivity in wode-angle images a
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structure can have different seismic signatures depending on which type of
waves is used to illuminated it. Another potential difficulty in travel-time
interpretations of wide-angle data may be in the fine determination of Moho
depths by using diving waves (Pn phase) and reflected phases (PmP) (Zelt
et al. 2003). This could be an issue if the Moho is a transition zone with
some degree of heterogeneity and a finite thickness. Then PmP phase could
correspond to backscattered energy of the upper part of the structure while
a Pn phase would result of the interference pattern of far offset diffractions.
The Pn would be a diving wave (refraction) which would constrain the base
of the transition zone.
The influence of CMP acquisition parameters can result in different in-
terpretations for the Moho. Source signal characteristics, amplitude and fre-
quency content. Amplitude will affect the signal penetration, and the Moho
may or may not be seen. This eventually has direct consequences on the
interpretation of the Moho structure. The source frequency content, signals
characterized by low frequencies make the Moho a simple structure, while
signals with a broad frequency spectra feature a more complex Moho. Ver-
tical resolution is a function of the source frequency and lateral resolution of
the station spacing. In CMP images processing is a prime key player in the
appearance of the seismic signature of the Moho. The final interpretation of
the Moho is usually guided by the geometrical relationship of the Moho re-
flection with the features around it. The attitude of this features with respect
to the Moho will suggest the interpreter different interpretations. Processing
can make dipping reflections coalesce or truncate the Moho this can result
in contrasting interpretations for the same structure (for example for the
transect across the Newfoundland Appalachians (Hall et al. 1998; Van der
Velden et al. 2004)).
In RF parameters that influence the interpretation are the azimuth of
the incoming energy that illuminates of the structure, station spacing, and
processing. For example different images have been obtained depending on
the illumination azimuth for the Himalayas (Fig. 15). While the addition of
multiply converted phases such a PpPms PpSms (Fig. 15), can increase the
lateral resolution, each individual stack usually results in a different image as
it reflects differences in the target interface and/or differences in the incoming
wavelet.
RF images are characterized by relatively low frequencies the correla-
tion between RF and controlled source images provide complementary views
lacking major discrepancies. In order to increase the strength and number of
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constraints on the Moho multi-seismic (passive and controlled source) data
is desirable. However, when attempting a joint and consistent interpreta-
tion additional difficulties appear. Moho depths determined from CMP and
refraction/wide-angle need to be consistent as corresponding to the seismic
signature of the same refraction/wide-angle and CMP images. There are a
number of factors that contribute to depth differences: the datum to which
CMP data is processed, the acquisition geometry which might not overlap.
Wide-angle and CMP data are not usually acquired in the same field op-
eration therefore, the station locations will differ from one field acquisition
to the other (the profiles don’t coincide). Secondly there are fundamental
differences in the frequency content of the recorded signals; for example for
the wide-angle (refraction) are typically lower frequencies than normal inci-
dence reflection signals. In summary wave-forms from the different data sets
(normal incidence, refraction and/or wide-angle reflection) will not match.
There is significant non-uniqueness in comparing the Moho structure im-
aged by these complementary seismic methods. Each type of data, because
of the different signal characteristics places different constraints on the ge-
ometry and nature of the Moho discontinuity. The first implication of the
description of the seismic images of he Moho across the distinct geologic and
tectonic terranes of different ages, is that the Moho is an elusive structure.
It is characterized by a variety of distinct seismic signatures at different res-
olution scales that currently prevent a sufficiently general model that can be
universally applicable.
In general seismic data places the continental Moho at, approximately,
33 km. Note that while Moho depth is similar world wide if features rel-
atively large local differences for example it is found deeper than > 55km
and < 30km in specific areas. Moho is deeper (> 39 km) in active collision
tectonic scenarios, such is the case of the Pyrenees, Alps, Urals, Himalaya
orogens. In North eastern Europe a variation of over 15 km in Moho depth is
observed across the TESZ, from the Phanerozoic Europe to, approximately,
45 km beneath the Precambrian craton, a similar situation has been mapped
in Northwestern Canada by the SNORCLE project, a keel over 50 km has
been also imaged beneath the Wyoming province in central USA. Thinner
crust < 35 km is observed in the Archean Slave Province, Mesoproterozoic
Wopmay Orogen. Archean and Proterozoic terranes in Australia (Goleby
et al. 1990; Wright et al. 1990; Goleby et al. 2004) also show a variety
of crustal thicknesses which range from 30 to 50 km. Therefore any gen-
eral/universal interpretation on the nature of the Moho needs to take into
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account the regularity in the average depth values for this boundary across
terranes characterized by different ages and that, most probably have been
affected by a complex evolutionary history of lithospheric processes. And,
it also need to allow for relevant local depth variations, in some active oro-
genic belts and stable cratons. The current stat of knowledge is indicative
that Moho depths maps seem to have some degree of correlated with the tec-
tonic scenarios. Receiver function imaging provides some evidence for this
proposed correlation.
The increase in lateral resolution of CMP data due to the increase in the
number of channels in multichannel acquisition systems and, the advance-
ment of processing algorithms have revealed geometric relationships between
the Moho and the surrounding reflections of the lower crust and upper mantle
Dipping events discordant with the sub-horizontal Moho have been resolved
as well as truncation relationships in other sections. Dipping structures with
cross-cutting relationships with a sub-horizontal Moho are visible, for exam-
ple: in the Precambrian of northern Europe (BABEL transects, Fig. 10);
beneath the Caledonides in northern Scotland (GRID, DRUM lines, Fig. 7
among others); under the Variscan CIZ of the Iberia Peninsula (ALCUDIA,
transect, Fig. 6); in the western Slave Province along SNORCLE line 1 Fig.
12). Thus, dipping reflections can truncate/interfere with the Moho indepen-
dently of the geology, and age of the surface terranes. There appears to be
little correspondence between the surface geology and/or age of the outcrops
with the Moho geometry and structure.
While the RF images provide a relatively well resolve depth map of the
Moho boundary, hints on the internal structure and nature can only be ob-
tained from the controlled source refraction/wide-angle and from CMP data,
in particular, because they feature higher resolution that RF. For an assess-
ment of the nature of the Moho boundary CMP data is an asset. Developing
on Hammer and Clowes (1997); Cook (2002); Eaton (2006); Cook et al. (2010)
and taking the Moho image provided by the highest resolution CMP data
alone, in general, the reflection character of the Moho can be described as:
• A non-existing Moho, transparent
• Marked by a transition zone from relatively highly reflective crust to a
less reflective or transparent upper mantel
• It features a series of smoothly dipping reflection events that coalesce,
asymptotically and combine into a horizontal feature
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• Marked by a relatively thin band of horizontal and laterally continuous
reflection segments
The relationship of the considered Moho with the reflection fabric in the
neighborhood may need to be taken into account as it can reveal further
constraints on the nature of the structure and characteristics of the Moho
boundary. In this terms, the reflection fabrics around the Moho can be in-
tersecting the Moho transition zone or, they can be smoothly dipping events
that coalesce, and combine asymptotically with the horizontal seismic reflec-
tion fabric of the Moho.
In general in CMP Moho changes its character laterally so that along
the same transect it can present several of the descriptions above. Also this
descriptions/categories are not uniquely correlated with the surface geology.
For example along active organic belts as the Pyrenees, and Alps, the Moho
character changes laterally, for one category to another. This different cat-
egories are a result of the different scattering fields (Levander and Holliger
1992). This is the relationship between the wavelength of the acoustic en-
ergy used to illuminate the structure and the size of the heterogeneities, the
vertical and horizontal correlation lengths.
6.1. Non-existing Moho, Transparent
CMP images in some cases reveal diffuse reflectivity in the crust that
slowly fades, in this cases there is a difficulty to place the crust mantle
transition. It can also happen that the CMP method is not able to obtain a
response from the Moho. If the lower crust and upper mantle are both non
reflective, no reflection Moho can be defined. The Moho however, has been
in most cases traced by using the RF images see for example the case of the
Himalayas (Fig. 15). Or can be identified by using wide-angle acquisitions.
Fan shot records by Hirn et al. (1984) were able to trace the Moho beneath
the Tibet. Another example of a transparent Moho is the image provided
by the Urals transect at the location labeled Central Uralian zone, (Fig.
8). Underneath this area and the neighbouring Magnitogorsk Volcanic zone
(between CDP 11000-13000) the Moho can not be identified by the CMP
data while it is well imaged by the PmP of the wide-angle shot records (Fig.
9).
Disregarding source acquisition and processing parameters a non reflec-
tive Moho at normal incidence (CMP) is, most probably, an indication of a
thick crust-mantle transition zone where the physical parameters (impedance
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field) changes slowly from values typical for the crust to values that are char-
acteristic of the mantle. A gradient zone would be a model that would provide
the appropriate CMP response. RF and wide-angle data would be sensitive
to this type of structure. Within such a transition zone heterogeneities can
not be rulled out, however, they would correspond to a second order varia-
tions in the impedance field (Vp, Vs, ρ). These heterogeneity field should
be characterized by correlation length smaller in size than dominant Fresnel
zone of the illuminating acoustic energy. Perhaps, this seismic image could
be consistent with a progressing metamorphic front that could take place af-
ter a major tectonic orogenic event, as part of the process of re-equilibration
of the crust. As a result of a relatively fast tectonic crustal thickening due
to a continental orogenesis
6.2. Marked by a transition zone from highly reflective crust to a less reflec-
tive or transparent upper mantel
In a large number of deep CMP sections the Moho is identified by a change
in the reflectivity a relatively sharp decrease in reflectivity. This is the case of
the definition of the Moho in some of the BABEL transects (BABEL Working
Group 1993a, b). And some transects across the Archean terranes of Canada
(Cook 2002; Eaton 2006) and Australia (Goleby et al. 1990; Wright et al.
1990). The interpretation of this type of seismic signature suggests that the
Moho transition zone is characterized by well defined heterogeneities. These
heterogeneities should feature correlation lengths that are on the order of
the dominant Fresnell zone of the illuminating signal (Levander and Holliger
1992). This should generate a diffracted wave field which would generate
larger events at far offsets (wide-angle). This far offset events are a result of
the constructive interference of far offset diffractions. Processes which can
results in an image with this characteristics need to involve the reduction
of the contrasts in physical properties and limit the lateral continuity of
the internal structure of the transition itself. The later can be related to a
decreases in the lateral correlation length if a stochastic velocity and density
distribution are considered (Levander and Holliger 1992).
This seismic signature reveals the different heterogeneity patterns of the
crust and mantle and could be consistent with stable continental areas where
there is tectonic activity is very reduced. In this case the seismic signature
only reflects the differences of the compositional heterogeneities of the crust
and the Mantle beneath. The change from a reflective lower crust to a
less reflective or transparent upper mantle also could be due to scale-length
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changes (Holliger and Levander 1992; Holliger et al. 1992; Levander and
Holliger 1992; Holliger et al. 1993; Tittgemeyer et al. 1996, 1999; Ryberg
et al. 2000).
6.3. It features seismic reflection events intersecting the Moho
Images as the obtained by the DRUM, GRID lines under the Caledonides
in northern Scotland (Fig. 7), the structure image in northern Canada by
SNORCLE project (Fig. 12), i beneath the Archean Crust in the superior
Province (Calvert and Ludden 1999), the upper mantle dipping events im-
aged by the BABEL project (BABEL Working Group 1990, 1993a, b) most
probably reveal the existence of structures which have penetrated the Upper
mantle. The origin of which can be to a certain degree uncertain. Some
interpretations associate them to be the result of previous major tectonic
events and are remnants of the tectonic activity.
This dipping structures that intersect the Moho and, the Moho it self
need to be the result of first order variations in the impedance field. A
model characterized by a first order impedance field that would reveal the
main orientation of the structures and, probably a second order variation
in the impedance field superimposed on the former would account for the
observed reflectivity signature. In most cases it has been suggested that
represent relic structures which have not been assimilated by the mantle yet.
6.4. It features a series of smoothly dipping reflection events that coalesce,
asymptotically and combine into a horizontal feature
A good example of this features is in Cook et al. (1992). In Europe
the Moho beneath the South Portuguesse Zone in the IBERSEIS transect
(Simancas et al. 2003) provide an example of inclined reflections within the
lower crust that asymptotically combine/coalesce with the interpreted hori-
zontal Moho (Fig. 5), at approximately cdp 2000 and 300). The wide-angle
reflection of the Moho beneath this area is a relatively sharp and well defined
feature (Fig. 5).
As in the previous case in order to reproduce such features a first order
variation in the physical properties that describe the model would result in
the observed seismic signature. A boundinage structure would be able to
reproduce the observations (Reston 1988). Shear zone at the base of the
crust will appear smoothly combining with Moho reflection. Undulating
shear-zone could be assimilated to an undulating first order variation in the
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velocity field. The Moho in this type of images most probably is consistent
with a relatively large degree of horizontal tectonic activity.
6.5. Marked by a relatively thin band of horizontal and laterally continuous
reflection segments
Synthetic seismic wave-field modelling studies has revealed that thinly
laminated structures consisting of first order variations in the seismic velocity
field with horizontal correlation lengths comparable or larger than λ, result
in relatively high amplitude and laterally continuous reflection fabrics.
Relative high amplitude reflection and laterally continuous reflection event
for the Moho requires a laterally continuous structure, or at least with a later-
ally continuous feature structured with lenses or heterogeneities characterized
by a lateral correlation length that is on the order or larger than the Fresnel
zone. If the reflected waveform features a short wavelet lacking a coda, the
reflecting structure is most probably consisting of a relatively thin layered
sequence, with relatively large contrast in impedance.
A prominent and horizontal Moho is very well defined for the case of
the Basin and Range as described by (Klemperer et al. 1986). Wide-angle
records sections of an equivalent are are the ones recorded by the PASSCAL
experiment (Carbonell and Smithson 1991). The shot records in this data
set reveal a very prominent and laterally continuous Moho reflection with
exceptionally high amplitude reflectivity. 3D finite difference modelling of
the PASSCAL wide-angle seismic data suggested that observed differences
in the perpendicular directions could be explained by an anisotropic struc-
ture. This could be modelled as a boudinage structure stretched in the E-W
directions (Carbonell and Smithson 1991). This is tectonic lenses elongated
in the stretching direction these lenses are characterized by a long, east-west
axis (approximately the length of a Fresnel zone) and a short, north-south
axis (approximately 0.25 of the length of a Fresnel zone). Hamilton (1987)
suggested that such tectonic lenses could easily accommodate extension. A
model consisting of boudins delineated by a network of anastomosing shear
zones (Reston 1988) or lenses that simply ”float” in a matrix that can un-
dergo plastic deformation. During extension these lenses are pulled apart,
and the stretching is taken up dominantly by simple shear within the zones
separating the boudins. This can effectively explain the anisotropy. Further-
more boudins will flatten with increasing depth and temperature.
Also the intrusion as horizontal sills of mafic and ultramafic rocks at the
base of the crust and within the lower crust (underplating) can generate
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laminated structures. The emplacement of this igneous sills can take place
episodically during extensional tectonic events which stretch the crust. This
process will generate a distinctive structure which will indeed be character-
ized by high densities and velocities that will result in a sequence of high
impedance contrast which will generate a high amplitude and laterally con-
tinuous reflection event. Furthermore, this layer structure, a stack of mafic
sills are imaged as layered reflection sequence.
7. Seismic and the Petrologic Moho
The coincidence between the seismic and the petrologic Moho′s has been a
topic which has motivated large amount of discussion. This overview would
not be complete without at least mentioning this point which will be dis-
cussed within this volume.
The definition of the Moho is based on an observation derived from seis-
mic data and thus is mainly a seismic definition. The Moho as it has been
stated is the transition zone where the average seismic velocity of P waves
changes to values approaching 8.0 km/s. From a seismological point of view,
for this change in physical properties to happen, a change in the lithologies
of the rocks (through which the seismic energy has traveled) needs to take
place. On first approximation these changes in petrology and seismic ve-
locity should coincide. However, in detail this simple correlation is a very
complex association. The seismic definition of the Moho is based in a change
in the average velocities. This average value has to be understood as a
weighted average. The weights are a function of the frequency content of the
seismic waves and the scale of the geological structures. This introduces a
large amount of complexity into the association of the seismic and petrologic
Moho′s. Griffin and Reilly (1987); Hynes and Snyder (1995) have discussed
the issue of the non-coincidence of the lithologic and seismic Moho′s from the
petrologic point of view based on xenolith evidence. In this case the temper-
ature regime has an important role in determining the depth position of the
petrologic Moho in the crustal column. Griffin and Reilly (1987) argue that
the Moho in the lithologic column is determined by the temperature regime.
Active tectonics and the temperature regime will modify de lower crust
and/or the upper mantle. The scale and the intensity of the processes will
define the extension and location of the Moho. This processes will act on
the rocks overprinting a series of additional factors which will affect the seis-
mic signature, for example: rock fabrics and anisotropy. In this sense the
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seismic and the petrologic Moho′s could be placed at different levels. Syn-
thetic seismic data from the petrophysical column from the surface outcrop
of deep crustal and upper mantle rocks of the Cabo Ortegal (North Western
Iberia) area (Brown et al. 2009) suggest hat the petrologic Moho would be
located deeper than the seismic Moho. In this case the contact between the
Gneiss and an Eclogitic unit. would be considered as the seismic Moho. The
petrologic the Moho, the transition from granulites to ultramafic rock consid-
ered to be mantle lithologies would be located slightly deeper in the column.
In other outcrops the seismic Moho has been considered to correspond to
the lithological contact between gabbros and rock with ultramafic composi-
tions (harzburgites), and the petrologic Moho has been correlated with the
deeper structures/fabrics and, lithological contrasts within the ultramafics
(eg. peridoties, dunites, etc).
8. Summary and Conclusion
Distinct images of the Moho have been resolved by the different types
of seismic data. The multi-seismic (passive and controlled source) data fea-
ture different resolutions and provide a complementary view on this impor-
tant structure. RF provide a low resolution image placing constraints on
the depth, topography of this boundary. Refraction/wide-angle controlled
source data constrain the physical properties, and depth. CMP feature the
highest resolution and reveal the internal structure of this boundary. The
seismic data of the different types has sampled a relatively complete sweep
of key geologic structures and has placed important constraint on the depth,
geometry and nature of the Moho. This has resulted in new ideas on the
growth and evolution of the continental crust. These seismic images ob-
tained up to date correspond to, most probably, picture, snapshot in time.
Thus the image that is obtained of the crust-mantle transition through seis-
mic methods needs to be interpreted as a result of the tectonics, that the
lithosphere in a particular area has gone through. The deep crust and Moho
are most probably being continuously altered and reset by the influence of
the mantle. Tectonics is the surface expression of the mantle-crust interac-
tion. Therefore the Moho is a dynamic feature (in geologic time scale) and
is continuously being modified. The images that we obtain are just snap-
shots of the Moho at the present time but reflect the results of many possible
processes involved in its development over geological timescales. The Moho
features a relatively simple definition (the interface where P seismic wave
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velocity increase from 5.60 km/s to values larger than 7.75 km/s) In detail
it has a variety of signatures at different resolution scales. This prevents a
single and universally applicable interpretation. The origin and nature and
its role in crustal evolution are perhaps best determined by careful analyses
of its structural details, which are complex and varied. The sharpness of
this transition zone can, most probably, be interpreted as a tectonic over-
print and its broadness/diffuseness could be associated to a long lasting and
distributed metamorphic processes.
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Figure 1: Figure illustrating Mohorovicˇic´ic (1910) interpretation. The top image shows
the travel time vs distance plot for the October 8, 1909 Kulpa Valley earthquake and its
aftershoks. Mohorovicˇic´ ’s travel time picks of the different phases are displayed as the
circles. The solid lines correspond to the P and Pn phases, travel time curves, differentiated
by the scientist according to his model. The inset displays the approximate location of the
Kulpa Earthquake The bottom shows the ray interpretation of the energy travelling from
the source that resulted in two differentiated seismic arrivals what the scientist interpreted
to be the P and Pn phases. (after Mohorovicˇic´ic (1910); Jarchow and Thompson (1989))
Figure 2: Shot gather shot number A3 (transect A) of the wide-angle seismic reflection data
set of the INBERSEIS-WA project. For more details on the processing and interpretation
of this data set see: Flecha et al. (2009); Palomeras et al. (2009, 2011). This shot gather
is showed decimated at different trace spacing. This figure illustrates to some degree
the evolution of the refraction data acquisition with an increase of the number of seismic
recorders. From top to bottom the trace spacings are of 5 km, 2.5 km, 1 km, and 400 m.
Not the increase on lateral resolution as the number of traces is increase. Note the Moho
reflection identified as the PmP (with a red arrow) appears and the lateral continuity is
increased when the trace spacing is reduced. The shot record has been reduced with a
velocity of 8.0 km/s. This figure has been adapted from (Palomeras et al. 2009).
Figure 3: Filter panels of shot record B5 (transect B) of the wide-angle seismic reflection
data set of the INBERSEIS-WA project. For more details on the processing and interpre-
tation of this data set see: Flecha et al. (2009); Palomeras et al. (2009, 2011). From top to
bottom the shot displayed after different band-pass filtering have been applied. From top
to bottom the frequency band pass filters are: 0.25, 2, 6, 8 Hz; 6, 8, 12, 15 Hz; 10, 12, 18,
20 Hz; and 18, 20, 30, 35 Hz. This figure reveals the change in resolution due to the change
in frequency content. Note that the PmP reflection at wide-angle (90 - 120 km) is visible
already at low frequencies. The same structure the Moho at normal incidence requires
higher frequencies note the increase in the energy of the normal incidence reflectivity of
the Moho, mid- and lower-crust. This is most probably a result of the internal structure.
The red arrow indicates the location of the base of the Moho discontinuity. This figure
has been adapted from (Palomeras et al. 2009).
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Figure 4: Basic principles of Receiver function imaging: a) Illustrates the Energy par-
titioning of an incident P-wave at an interface (top) between two media with different
physical properties (seismic P, S wave velocities and or density). Inverted black triangles
denote seismic recording stations. An incident P wave generates a reflected P and a re-
flected S, and a transmitted P and a transmitted S denoted (Ps). This latter phase is S
conversion of the incident P wave. The bottom panel illustrates a seismogram recorded
by a surface station (represented by the inverted black triangles in the top figure). The
direct P wave (the transmitted P) corresponds to the highest amplitude arrival, while
the converted Ps arrives within the coda. The time difference between the P and the Ps
places constraints on the layer thickness. The comparison between the amplitude of the
P and the Ps provides constraints on the impedance contrast of the interface (contrast
between the physical properties that characterize both layers). b) Cartoon showing the
shape of the recorded wave front of the converted phase due to the horizontal dimension
of a heterogeneity (represented by a) as a function of the wavelength of the source signal
(λ. In receiver function imaging the source signal is considered to be a plane wave. In the
case λ  a the converted (Ps) phase is also a plane wave, while in all other cases λ  a
the converted wave is a scaterred phase. This figure has been modified from Rondenay
(2009).
Figure 5: Comparison of the seismic signature of the Moho between normal incidence and
wide-angle seismic reflection data. At the bottom, the inset map mark by (a) shows the
location of the IBERSIES-WA seismic reflection transect. The inset map labeled as (b) is
the geological setting of the SW Iberia orogen, the study area, and design of the IBERSEIS
deep seismic reflection experiment. The experiment consisted of a normal incidence tran-
sect and two wide angle profiles. The normal incidence seismic profile IBERSEIS is shown
as a red line. The location of the wide.angle profiles are indicated as green dashed lines.
The two profiles feature three and six shot points, respectively. The red circles indicate the
shot positions. Blue circles indicate the position of magnetotelluric stations. Data details,
processing, interpretation and implications of this images are discussed in Simancas et al.
(2003); Palomeras et al. (2009). The time migrated IBERSEIS-NI normal incidence Vi-
broseis deep seismic reflection image (c), The transect is 260 km long. Note the change in
character of the Moho discontinuity across the section, simple ans sharp in the south, and
it increases in thickness towards the north, and in some cases it looses continuity. Details
of the different wide-angle shot gathers is displayed from d to h, corresponding to: d shot
record A1; e,shot record A2; f,shot record A3; g,shot record B5; and h shot record B6; The
red stars on diagram c indicated the projected locations (following the surface geology) of
the source position. The double arrow segments beneath the normal incidence section (c)
mark the approximate areas of the Moho mapped by the wide angle shot records. Note
the change of character at normal incidence and wide-angle. Red arrows mark the base of
the Moho in c.
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Figure 6: ALCUDIA deep seismic reflection profile with the surface geologic constraints.
(top) Geological cross section along the seismic transect with key geological units. (Bot-
tom) Time migration image of Alcudia deep seismic reflection profile In this figure the
horizontal axis corresponds to CDP numbers and the vertical axis corresponds to two
way travel time (TWTT). The inset map displays the location of the ALCUDIA transect
within the Iberian peninsula. The dashed rectangle emphasizes the wedge feature with a
relatively high amplitude event penetrating the upper mantle mentioned in the text. This
image has been modified from Mart´ınez Poyatos et al. (2012).
Figure 7: Compilation of multiseismic data which provided a series of complimentary
views of the Moho beneath the Caledonides. PmP indicates the position of the P wave
reflected energy from the Moho (red arrows). The refraction data places constraints on
the depth position of the crustal interfaces and in particular the depth to the crust-mantle
transition. Land and Marine (OBS) refraction/wide-angle seismic reflection data where
acquired (Morgan et al. 2000). Processed CMP images of the DRUM and GRIDS-17.
These transects are a couple of examples of the transects acquired within the BIRPS
programme in the Caledonides. The seismic reflection normal incidence images imaged a
clear Moho as a relatively thick, high amplitude and laterally continuous event which is
the base of the crustal reflectivity at approximately 9-20 s TwT. Both images also reveal
outstanding sub-crustal reflections (The Flannan reflector). A discussion on the mantle
reflection events can be found in McBride et al. (1995). Receiver function images as a
function of back-azimuth (Asencio et al. 2003) place constraint on the geometry of the
Moho. The frequency content is two loo low to be able to provide any information on
the internal structure and thickness of the Moho interface. The location of the Moho
correlates with the reflected Moho in the CMP profiles, DRUM and GRID-17. The image
is also consistent with the refraction/wide-angle seismic data Morgan et al. (2000). The
receiver function were acquired for station located near the northern coast of Scotland
(Stations ORE and RRR), their approximate locations are marked by a black diamond
in the location map inset. The location of the CMP lines is also indicated in the map by
black lines. The expanding spread profile was acquired using two ships one fired an airgun
array as controlled source and the other towed a streamer. The former ship moved to the
west and the latter to the east (Morgan et al. 2000) Further details on the acquisition and
processing can be found in Morgan et al. (2000).
Figure 8: Deep seismic reflection transect across the Sourthern Urals (unmigrated section),
the URALS-95 transect (Berzin et al. 1996; Steer et al. 1998). The red arrows mark the
base of the Moho discontinuity. The inset map illustrates the location of the transect in
the southern Urals. The map is a topographic map. The geological terranes are indicated
at the top of the seismic cross-section (Adapted from (Steer et al. 1998)).
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Figure 9: Wide-angle CMP stacked of the explosive shot record acquired within the
URSEIS-95 Details in the processing and its implication in Carbonell et al. (1998). The
inset topographic map indicates the location of the transect. The top panel shows the
wide-angle stack with the interpreted location of the Moho using the high amplitude re-
flection as picking criteria. The middle panel is the depth converted section,The botton
pannel is the URSEIS-95 stacked section 8 of the explosive data (from Steer et al. (1998))
with the wide-angle Moho picked superimposed on it to illustrated the position of the
Moho beneath the Magnitogorsk arc (Image adapted from (Carbonell et al. 1998)).
Figure 10: Multi-seismic data that characterizes the TESZ in northern Europe. The CMP
lines in (a, b and c) correspond to Line A and B part of the BABEL project. The CMP
images also show the refraction velocity model, these have been extracted from BABEL
Working Group (1993b). The location of the CMP lines are indicated in the inset map (e).
(d) Is the RF south-north time section TOR profile indicated by a dotted green line in
the Map. Details in the processing which can be found in the original publication of this
data (Alinaghi et al. 2003) include: stacking in 50 km wide windows with 10 km moving
intervals high pass filter above 0.2Hz was applied to eliminate low frequency noise. Note
the increase of Moho depth which partly overlaps with the refraction velocity model in (b
red arrow) when projected offshore. Note also that this increase is not mapped either by
the refraction velocity model nor by the CMP images. Also notice the lack of reflectivity
at proposed Moho depth along the first part of the CMP in (b). (e) The location map
has been modified from Alinaghi et al. (2003). The map also includes de distribution of
seismic station for passive recording of of TOR, SVEKALAPKO, GRSN and GEOFON.
CF and TESZ indicate the Caledonian Front and the Trans-European Suture Zone (TESZ)
respectively.APSL indicates the line of suture between Proterozoic and Archaean provinces
in Finland. The Broad-Band and short period stations are indicated by triangles and
circles, respectively. The stations of the GRSN are indicated by white triangles represent
The triangles delimited by polygons represent GEOFON stations. The dotted straight lines
offshore represent the acquisition geometry of the 2D lines acquired within the BABEL
project. The green dotted line beneath (a, b, and c) CMP images indicates the offshore
projection of the RF image.
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Figure 11: Multi-seismic data acquired to characterize the Precambrian terranes of north-
western Europe. The top figures labeled a and b correspond to the Babel CMP lines 1
and 3, 4. The velocity models constrained by wide-angle data are overlayed. The 9ve-
locities were estimated by ray tracing. Detailed explanations of the models and seismic
section can be found in the original publication (BABEL Working Group 1993a). The
location of the CMP lines are indicated in the inset map c. The map also includes de
distribution of seismic station for passive recording of of TOR, SVEKALAPKO, GRSN
and GEOFON. CF and TESZ indicate the Caledonian Front and the Trans-European Su-
ture Zone (TESZ) respectively.APSL indicates the line of suture between Proterozoic and
Archaean provinces in Finland. The Broad-Band and short period stations are indicated
by triangles and circles, respectively. The stations of the GRSN are indicated by white
triangles represent The triangles delimited by polygons represent GEOFON stations. The
dotted straight lines offshore represent the acquisition geometry of the 2D lines acquired
within the BABEL project. The location of the lines represented in a and b are indicated
by arrows. The green doted line indicated the approximate location of the RF transect
illustrated in d. This correspond to a south-north oriented RF time section across the
SVEKALAPKO network deployment from Alinaghi et al. (2003). RF were high passed
(0.2 Hz) eliminating the low frequency noise. have been stacked from south to north in
50 km wide windows with a moving intervals of 10 km. Note the sharp depth increase
of the Moho (≈ 20 km). This increase in depth when projected east offshore would, ap-
proximately, correlate the depth increase (marked by the red arrow in a) of the Moho
constrained by the refraction data. Similarly the thinning to the north would correlate to
the thinning indicated by the seismic velocity model and the CMP image (in b). The RF
stack has been extracted from (Alinaghi et al. 2003).
Figure 12: Transect across the Precambiran terranes of Western Canada. The top map
(a) is the Geological map of northwestern Canada shows the locations of the Normal
incidence and the co-located wide-angle seismic reflection datasets acquired within the
LITHOPROBE project SNORCLE. The colours indicate the different geologic terranes
which are specified in the legend. The Normal incidence profile 1 is displayed in (b), with
the Moho event denoted with the red arrow-heads. The seismic image is extracted from
Cook et al. (1998). (c) Displays the velocity model derived from the co-located wide-angle
seismic reflection data (from Clowes et al. (2005)). A detail presentation and discussion
of these unprecedented dataset can be found in Cook et al. (2004); Clowes et al. (2005).
Figure 13: Deep normal incidence deep seismic reflection transect across the Pyrenees.
a) Map of the Iberian Peninsula, the dash lines 1 2 and 3 corresponds to the Receiver
Function Images in (b) labeled 1, 3 and, 3. The straight continuous bold line in the Map
that crosses the Pyrenees indicates the location of the ECORS CMP transect. c) The
line drawing of the ECORS-Pyrenees transect. The red arrows mark t base of the Moho
discontinuity. Note the change in character from south to north. The lateral continuity of
the deep reflectivity varies along the transect being longer in the south than in the north.
Note also the Moho step and the lack of a proper Moho reflection beneath the axial zone
of the Mountain orogen. Adapted from (Choukroune and Team 1989).
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Figure 14: Combined imaged of results from the TRANSALP research programme. (a)
The inset topographic map indicates de location of the TRANSAP transect across the
Alps. (b) The CMP deep seismic cross-section acquired using Vibroseis sources after stack
and depth migration. Details on the acquisition and processing cab be found in Lu¨schen
et al. (2004) Within the TRANSALP, a dynamite profile was also acquired, coincident
with the Vibroseis. (c) Is the dynamite stack and time-migrated seismic image section
Lu¨schen et al. (2004). All sections are shown at the same scale without any vertical exag-
geration. Images addapted from Lu¨schen et al. (2004). (d) Crossection result from depth
migrating short-period receiver functions along the TRANSALP profile (Figure extracted
from Kummerow et al. (2004) The interpreted features are labeled: EM= European Moho,
AM= Adriatic Moho, I = base of Mesozoic sediments and/or flysch sediments or Helvetic
detachment, II = Sub-Tauern Ramp reaching the surface at the Inn Valley, III = Sub-
Dolomites Ramp reaching the surface at the tip of the Valsugana thrust belt, ACI =
Adriatic Crust Interface, a Adriatic mid-crustal feature Green and blue circles are Moho
depths constrained from Pms times and transformed using velocities of 6.0 and 6.3 km/s,
respectively. Further details can be found in the original publication of the data and inter-
pretation by Kummerow et al. (2004). The superposition of receiver functions and seismic
reflection line drawings is displayed in (e) (also extracted from Kummerow et al. (2004).
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Figure 15: Multiseismic constraints on the Moho discontinuity beneath the Himalaya and
Tibet collision zone. These are three examples of seismic controlled and passive source
data which reveal the geometry of the Moho beneath the Himalaya. (a) is the map of the
study are on which there are marked the different acquisition experiments, The seismic
images displayed here include the INDEPTH normal incidence (b) extracted from (Alsdorf
et al. 1998). This is a combined Multichannel CMP deep seismic reflection and wide-angle
shot recorrds across the Himalayas INDEPTH research project. It is time migrated and
depth converted The stack is a combination of a series of normal incidence CMP profiles
and wide-angle seismic reflection data, approximately oriented North-South (projected)
Further details on the processing of this data set can be found in Alsdorf et al. (1998). The
receiver function imaged resulting of the HiCLIMB experiment is also displayed this image
has been modified from (Na´belek et al. 2009). The image includes at the top a simplified
diagram of the topography, and the depth of the interpreted Moho discontinuity. The
horizontal black line labeled INDEPTH is the projected overlap of the CMP line. The
Moho of the Indian plate is located at approximately 40 km depth (it is thin beneath
the India and it thickens and increases in depth towards the north. Between 290 and 300
Latitude at a depth of 60-70 km there is a 200 km long lens revealing a double Moho.
Towards the north the Moho weakens, and it even disappears (at a latitude of 320), at 330
the Moho is visible again as an approximately 10 km thick structure. Beneath the stack the
image of the Moho illuminated from the North and from the south respectively. Further
details on the data, processing and interpretation can be found in Na´belek et al. (2009).
(c) Corresponds to the cross section obtained by using the broad-band deployments of
subsequent INDEPTH data acquisition experiments (Kind and Yuan 2010). The location
of the image is marked in (a). The top shows the Receiver function migrated image using
the Pms phases. The two cross section bellow show the migration of the multiples (PpPms
and PpSms), respectively. The depth of the Moho as determined from the converted phases
and multiples is also show at the base. This image has been extracted from (Kind and
Yuan 2010). The overlap with the CMP INDEPTH line is also marked by the horizontal
bold line labeled INDEPTH. The projected overlap (Following the Geology) between the
HiCLIMB and the East-Line is indicated by the location of the two suture zones. Note
that a double moho, is also observed in this image at approximately the same location.
Further details on the interpretation of this image can be found in (Kind and Yuan 2010).
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